
MAKE YOUR JUSTICE FOR AFRICA
SOLIDARITY WRISTBAND

The Justice for Africa wristband is a way to show your solidarity with a global campaign
started by African youth- and student-led organisations, exposing the sharp decline in the
rights of young people in Africa in the last ten years and the unjust and discriminatory causes.

Find out more and join the movement: www.100million.org/justice-for-africa

STEP 2: CREATE YOUR WRISTBAND
Cut your chosen material into equal strips long enough to tie around
your wrist, head or waist depending on where you want to wear it. 

Then twist or plait the fabric together so the colours are intertwined.
This is important so that your band doesn't look like a country's flag. 

Finally, wrap the twisted material around your wrist, head or waist and
tie each end together so it forms a secure loop. 

STEP 1: CHOOSE YOUR MATERIALS
Your wristbands can be made with any material you would like
or is easiest to find locally. All you need is try and find material
in the five Justice for Africa colours, but this can also include
painting neutral materials if certain colours are harder to
source. Example materials you could use are:

      RED: SOCIAL JUSTICE       
    BLACK: RACIAL JUSTICE    
  GREEN: CLIMATE JUSTICE   

YELLOW: WOMEN'S RIGHTS
            WHITE: PEACE              

string | rope | ribbons | thread or wool | fabric | elastic | old t-shirts, scarves or
bedsheets ripped into strips | 

Now you have made your wristband, take a photo or video and share online to stand in
solidarity with youth and student activists across the world. Use #JusticeForAfrica on social
media or send your photos to georgia@100million.org or WhatsApp/Telegram +44 7586
375128 with your name and country.

STEP 3: WEAR AND SHARE

Once you've taken your photo, you can keep wearing the symbol as a conversation starter on
the Justice for Africa campaign. You can also use them across your activities on 20th October
and even make bigger versions from thicker rope or sheets to create banners for events and
marches or to tie around lampposts, traffic lights or buildings in your community. 

Activists held their first united global mobilisation on 20th February
2023, World Day of Social Justice, and will be mobilising again on 
20th October 2023, Africa Human Rights Day. 


